EM AI L MAN AG E M E N T

CONTINUOUS EMAIL DELIVERY & UNLIMITED
SECURE OFFSITE ARCHIVING
Email is a vital and integral part of any organisation. As the range
of email threats has increased, the market applications for email
continuity, protection & secure archiving are becoming more and
more complex. OryxAlign partner with Mimecast to deliver first
class unified email management.
TECHNOLOGY AT A GLANCE
Mimecast simplifies the notoriously complex world
of email management & removes spam, virus and
malware threats before they reach your network. It
ensures 100% email continuity and enforces email
content policies & secure communication methods
to protect sensitive data.
All inbound, outbound and internal email is
stored in Mimecast’s resilient and secure archive
in accordance with centrally managed retention
policies.

STREAMLINE YOUR EMAIL INFRASTRUCTURE
Mimecast Unified Email Management is a centrally
managed cloud solution that replaces the disparate mix
of software, hardware and services typically deployed
to support Exchange. Mimecast delivers email security,
continuity and, optionally long term archiving, as a
single solution; simplifying your network, reducing
administration and easing pressure on overcrowded
server rooms.

REDUCE ADMINISTRATION OVERHEAD
With no on-premise equipment to maintain and a single
provider to go to for support, Mimecast instantly cuts
down your administration burden. Mimecast’s experts
keeps your email defences up to date, so you have less to
worry about. With Mimecast archiving in place, rapid and
accurate organization-wide searches simplify eDiscovery
tasks and painful and risky email data migrations are a
thing of the past.
IMPROVE END USER EXPERIENCE
During email outages, Mimecast automatically gives
users an uninterrupted email service. Mimecast UEM
Enterprise personal archive offers users a bottomless
mailbox, easing the frustration of mailbox size restrictions
in Outlook and on mobile devices. Rapid archive search
and ‘drag and drop’ features let users easily and quickly
restore deleted messages back into Outlook and user
productivity is further improved by giving them mobile
access to their archive.

ABOUT ORYXALIGN
OryxAlign is a thriving and vibrant managed technology services provider, with client happiness at the heart of
our business. With decades of combined experience, we remove the stress and strains of IT by delivering efficient,
practical and affordable managed technology services.
We work as your IT partner, not as an outsourced provider.		

oryxalign.com
GREATER VISIBILITY AND CONTROL OF YOUR EMAIL
Mimecast facilitates the enforcement of organisationwide email security and data retention policies. All policy
changes are applied immediately, letting you respond
quickly to evolving situations, and all polices will remain
in force even during local email outages. Real-time
views of your SMTP traffic give you enhanced visibility
while online queue management and advanced routing
features let you stay in control.

LIGHTEN THE LOAD ON MICROSOFT EXCHANGE
Mimecast becomes your email bridgehead in the cloud,
stopping vast amounts of unwanted email before it
reaches your Exchange server. Mimecast UEM Enterprise
effectively gives users a bottomless Outlook mailbox and
offers you advanced mailbox management features. This
takes away the need to keep large volumes of email on
Exchange, enhancing its performance and shortening
back-up times.

FEATURES

BENEFIT & VALUE

EMAIL SECURITY
Protect your organisation from email viruses, malware, spam and
data leakage with Mimecast’s reliable and secure cloud-based
security solution.

The most comprehensive cloud-based email security and
compliance solution on the market, Mimecast install organizationwide email security policies, managed from a single interface that
can be applied with immediate effect, enabling your business to
respond rapidly to evolving threat situations

EMAIL ARCHIVING
Allows for accessible historical email storage, using a secure cloudbased platform, without the need to back-up.

Dramatically reduces email archiving operating costs and effectively
reallocate resources on projects that deliver efficiency and cost
savings. All email stored with Mimecast is tamper proof, with strong
chains of custody throughout their entire lifecycle. Mimecast email
archiving supports demanding legal requirements, used as an
eDiscovery and litigation power tool.

100% EMAIL CONTINUITY
Delivers always-on, seamless email availability through automatic
service failover and failback in near real-time during an email
outage.

Mimecast Email Continuity integrates seamlessly with Outlook that
your employees will just carry on using email safely and securely.
Mimecast Email Continuity is the only cloud-based solution that
steps in automatically to deliver email to end users during planned
and unplanned outages Managed from a single administration
console, and with no additional on-premise hardware required,
Mimecast simplifies your network and reduces administration.

DATA LEAK PREVENTION
Controlling the flow of sensitive information is a vital protection for
intellectual property and compliance.

Compliance requirements necessitate the use of extra layers of
protection for sensitive information. In addition a key element
of security best practice is the ability to prevent confidential
information from entering or leaving the business through email.
Mimecast recognises the importance of enhanced security, and
provides a Data Leak Prevention capability to enhance Secure
Email Gateway features.

LARGE FILE SEND
Send and receive large files without being restricted by attachment
limits.

A cloud-based large file sending service, Mimecast enables end
users to remain productive, sending large files via a secure, centrally
managed service that ensures compliance with enterprise policy
without interrupting existing business workflow

FILE ARCHIVING
Instant access to files from one concise place, via Outlook, Web,
Smartphone, or Tablet.

Mimecast File Archiving provides a secure, reliable, scalable
archive for all types of files. It removes the complexity of managing
hardware and software associated with on-premise solutions
and facilitates simple end user access to key corporate data

EDISCOVERY AND LITIGATION SUPPORT
A unified archive means fast and effective eDiscovery and
litigation hold.

Litigation is an increasingly common driver for email archiving
solutions. Email and its content, including metadata, is considered
a critical element of the legal process, frequently used in legal
proceedings to indicate timing, knowledge, motivation or intent.
Mimecast offers comprehensive capabilities to knowledge workers
and legal departments designed to reduce the cost, complexity
and time taken for effective eDiscovery and litigation hold.
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